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Preface
Automated veri"cation is one of the most active and alive research domains in
computer science.
During the last two decades, a lot of e&ort has been invested in the development of
the theory of veri"cation and its applications, motivated by real industrial needs, e.g.,
in hardware design or in protocol engineering.
The research on veri"cation has triggered several deep theoretical studies since it
addresses fundamental questions in algebra and mathematical logics, theory of automata
and formal languages, graph theory, computational complexity, etc. Signi"cant progress
has been made, "rst in the case of nite-state systems, leading to the development of
e+cient veri"cation tools that are currently used in industry.
One of the main actual challenges in the domain of automated veri"cation is the de-
sign of methods and tools allowing to deal with veri"cation problems that are beyond
the "nite-state framework, i.e., for innite-state systems. Such problems arise naturally
as soon as we consider essential aspects like: unbounded control structures generated
by certain process algebra speci"cations, unbounded data structures and variables (e.g.,
interger counters, stacks, "fo-channels), parametric reasoning (e.g., networks of pro-
cesses with an unbounded number of components), etc.
During the last few years, the domain of automated veri"cation of in"nite-state
systems has attracted the attention of more researchers belonging to a broad range of
research communities, most notably from the communities associated with the theory
of concurrency and computer-aided verication, but also from the communities of
automata theory, term rewriting systems, constraint logic programming, etc.
Traditionally, in"nite-state systems were treated using the deductive approach, i.e.,
theorem proving. In this volume we concentrate on the alternative algorithmic approach
whose aim is to provide decision or semi-decision veri"cation procedures that can be
applied without (or with a minor) contribution of the user.
A lot of work within the algorithmic framework is concerned with the computation
of in"nite sets of reachable sets by means of nite (symbolic) representations. The
decidability and the complexity of the veri"cation problem for certain classes of models
and properties are among the fundamental theoretical questions in the domain.
In this special volume, we present a selection of papers presenting high-quality
contributions to the algorithmic veri"cation of in"nite-state systems. These papers deal
with several kinds of models: process algebras, rewriting systems, Petri nets, extended
automata (automata with unbounded data structures), and parametrized networks. They
address di&erently veri"cation issues: behavioural equivalence (bisimulation), model-
checking for temporal logics, reachability analysis and veri"cation of safety properties.
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We hope that this special volume will give the reader an interesting overview of the
current developments in the theory of the veri"cation of in"nite-state systems, and that
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